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Fig. 1. FGFlick overview. The user flicks with a finger on a smartphone while he also
moves his gaze linearly.

Abstract. FGFlick is an interactive technique featuring simultaneous
single-finger operation and a gaze. The user flicks a smartphone and
moves their gaze linearly. FGFlick thus augments the single-finger input
vocabulary. As a result of the evaluation of the FGFlick gestures, we
achieved success rates of 84.0%.
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1 Introduction

Smartphone users favor one-handed operation [4], but it causes the limited
thumb reach problem—distant bezels and physical buttons are hard to reach [1].
The one-handed operation also restricts multi-finger inputs. It is necessary to
increase the single-finger input vocabulary to allow one-handed operation with
a stable grip.

In this work, we developed FGFlick, an interactive technique that simultane-
ously uses a single-finger operation and an explicit gaze (Fig. 1). The user flicks
a smartphone and moves their gaze linearly. By combining finger and gaze flicks,
FGFlick augments the single-finger input vocabulary. Here, we briefly describe
the design and implementation of FGFlick.
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2 Related Work

Previous work proposed combined hand and eye movements to improve the ma-
nipulation of laptop computers and wearable devices [8,3]. The works of Pfeuffer
et al. [7,5,6] forwarded a touch to a gazed point on a tablet; this permitted point
selection and cursor manipulation around the point. They sought principally to
attain unreachable areas of the screen. However, we sought to augment the input
vocabulary.

The work of Elleuch et al. [2] proposed a method to interact with mobile
devices using a combination of gazes and static hand gestures; we employed finger
flicks instead. Wang et al. [9] developed the BlyncSync gesture set (synchronous
blinks and touches); we employed simple gaze gestures.

3 FGFlick

FGFlick is an interactive technique featuring simultaneous single-finger opera-
tion and a gaze (Fig. 1). The user flicks a smartphone while moving the gaze.
We have designated this gaze gesture as a “gaze flick.” Because finger and gaze
flicks must be performed simultaneously, they are distinguished from conven-
tional flicks and involuntary eye movements. A gaze flick is a linear gaze. Com-
pared with compound gazes, a gaze flick is rapid and does not require visual
guidance. By combining the directions of finger and gaze flicks, FGFlick aug-
ments the single-finger input vocabulary of smartphones.

FGFlick has various interaction examples. As an alternative to a physical
button, an FGFlick gesture is used to capture screenshots; the user is not re-
quired to hold the power button and the volume button simultaneously to get
screenshots, as one of the traditional ways. FGFlick can also be employed to
manipulate unreachable targets. We assign FGFlick gestures in the same direc-
tion to “Back” and “Open.” The user can navigate back to a photo gallery from
a screen displaying a selected image by executing Flick-Right-Gaze-Right. The
user can open the Notification Center by executing Flick-Left-Gaze-Left.

4 Prototype Implementation

We used an iPhone X and ARKit1 to implement eye-tracking and the FGFlick
recognition system.

4.1 Recognition of FGFlick Gestures

The system starts FGFlick recognition when it detects a finger flick. Figure 2
shows the finger flick and simultaneous gaze flick. When the system detects a
finger flick, it notes the start and end times. It then calculates the start and
end times of a possible gaze flick: Gstart = Fstart − offsetstart, and Gend =

1 https://developer.apple.com/documentation/arkit

https://developer.apple.com/documentation/arkit
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• Fstart / Fend: the start and the end position of the finger flick on the screen.
• Gstart: the start position of the gaze flick before offsetstart from Fstart.
• Gend: the end position of the gaze flick after offsetend from Fend.
• offsetstart / offsetend: the offset between Fstart and Gstart and between Fend and Gend.
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Fig. 2. A part of FGFlick recognition parameters.

Fend + offsetend. Based on preliminary experiments, we set offsetstart to 0ms
and offsetend to 66.8ms.

Next, the system decides whether the finger flick is an FGFlick gesture or
a conventional flick, depending on whether the gaze flick is explicit or simply
an involuntary eye movement. In preliminary experiments, we found that a gaze
flick (an explicit gesture) was longer than involuntary eye movements during
conventional flicks. Thus, we distinguish gaze flicks by the length of eye move-
ment during the finger flick (dgaze; the linear distance travelled from Gstart to
Gend). If the length is shorter than a threshold (dth), the system regards the
eye movement as involuntary and the finger flick is thus a conventional flick;
otherwise, the system regards the eye movement as a gaze flick. We set dth to
218 pt based on preliminary experiments.

The FGFlick gestures are classified by the directions of the finger and gaze
flicks. For finger flicks, the system calculates the angle (θfinger) of Fstart to Fend

and assigns it to one of four directions. For gaze flicks, the system calculates the
angle (θgaze) of Gstart to Gend and assigns it to one of four directions.

4.2 Preliminary Evaluation

We evaluated the accuracy of the FGFlick recognition system. We enlisted eight
volunteers (P1 ‒ P8; mean age, 23.0 years [range, 21 ‒ 25 years]; six males).
We asked them to perform 20 types of FGFlick gestures, four finger flicks (up,
down, left, right) multiplied by four gaze flicks (up, down, left, right) + “Keep.”
All volunteers grasped an iPhone X and performed each FGFlick gesture once in
one session; they completed five sessions in total. We thus obtained 800 gestures:
= 8volunteers × 5sessions × 20gestures.

Figure 3 shows the confusion matrix. The success rate was 84.0%. “Down”
was often mistaken for “Keep” because many volunteers positioned the device
lower than the face. Thus, they initially looked down and lacked the ability to
gaze “Down” further. We plan to change the “Down” distance threshold.
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Fig. 3. The confusion matrix of the FGFlick gestures.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

FGFlick is an interactive technique featuring simultaneous single-finger opera-
tion and a gaze. The user flicks a smartphone and moves their gaze linearly.
FGFlick thus augments the single-finger input vocabulary. We will further eval-
uate accuracy and usability, then explore whether users develop eye fatigue.
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